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QUICK
OVERVIEW

Our Migration Accelerator
Service provides
comprehensive strategy,
execution, and support to
ensure seamless migration
of applications, systems,
and consumers. Our team,
adept in enterprise service
operations and SOC 2 Type
2 compliant, works in
multiple time-zones across
the globe to give the most
comprehensive support to
teams at all technical
levels.

No o ne knows Akamai
Identity Cloud better
than Next Reason. 



OUR PROCESS

Comprehensive Strategy and Planning
Our seasoned experts work closely with your
team to craft a tailored migration strategy
that aligns with your business goals, technical
requirements, and user expectations.

Compliance and Security Assurance
Our team operates in full compliance with SOC 2
Type 2 standards, adhering to stringent security
protocols and ensuring the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of your data.

Meticulous Execution
Whether you are moving applications,
reconfiguring systems, or migrating
consumer data, our experts execute
the migration with precision.

Ongoing Support and Optimization

The Migration Accelerator service
includes ongoing support to address
any post-migration issues, fine-tune
configurations, and optimizations.



SOME THINGS 
TO KNOW

Recognizing the global nature of modern enterprises, our
Migration Accelerator service offers support across multiple
time zones. Our dedicated team, well-versed in enterprise
service operations, is strategically positioned across the globe
to provide comprehensive assistance. This ensures that teams
at all technical levels, regardless of their geographical
location, receive prompt and effective support throughout the
migration process.

The Migration Accelerator service is an unparalleled solution
tailored for organizations seeking a smooth and efficient
transition within the Akamai Identity Cloud ecosystem. With
Next Reason's deep expertise and unrivaled knowledge of
Akamai Identity Cloud, the Migration Accelerator service goes
beyond conventional migration offerings. This comprehensive
service encompasses a strategic approach, meticulous
execution, and unwavering support to guarantee the seamless
migration of applications, systems, and, most importantly,
consumers.

Global Support Across Multiple Timezones

Seamless Migration Pieces



MIGRATION 
PATHS

Next Reason‘s team has been architecting solutions for years
using both the JS Widget and the direct Akamai (Janrain) API.
We‘ve not only built a comprehensive alternative, but
understand the best-practices regarding user experience,
security, and performance. We have a direct migration path
from these solutions documented as part of the accelerated. 

Javascript Widget or API



MIGRATION 
PATHS

Next Reason experts have crafted a migration path from the
AIC Hosted Login solution to a CIAM solution of your choosing
via OpenID Connec  (OIDC). Our team has not only directly
contributed to the OIDC spec, but we have built enterprise
solutions on top of the protocol.

The best thing about moving from the
Hosted Login solution is that there is
no migration required. Apps can
continue to use the integration
method they use today and simply
switch some basic componen ts of
URLs and credentials in order to
redirect the user to Next Identity
Hosted Journeys. 

Hosted Login
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